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Market Drivers

✧ Continual growth in crime, espionage, fraud, malicious threats
  o Cyber criminals are now focused on financial gain

✧ Most successful attacks these days are through custom web applications

✧ Data leakage a major concern across all enterprises

✧ More and more compliance requirements
  o PCI, HIPPA, SARBOX, etc.

✧ Budgets are tight in slow economy

✧ However, there is no “silver bullet” when it comes to security
Hackers “smell blood in the water” during down economies
- Historically security budgets are cut when revenues are tight
- Hackers, however, are not going to delay attacks until the market turns around

Residual affect of downsizing is “brain drain” due to loss of talent

Disgruntled employees may try to strike back
- 17% of attacks due to grudges/hostility (MIS Training Institute)

More tech savvy people being laid off are turning to cyber crime, increasing the overall threat profile
To become a recognized industry leader in security assessment services by continually developing new techniques for testing cutting edge technologies while focusing on customer service and acting as a trusted security advisor for all customers.
Service Offerings

✧ **Penetration Testing**
  - Internal & External Pen Testing
  - Meets PCI Annual Security Testing Requirements

✧ **Application Assessments**
  - Web Application Security Assessments
  - Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) Gap Assessments
  - Secure Code Training for Developers
  - Client Side Security Testing (Flash, Java, Javascript).

✧ **Virtual Server Security Assessments**

✧ **Information Security Assessments**
  - Vulnerability Scanning
  - Wireless Assessments
  - VOIP Assessments
  - Policy Gap Assessments
Recent Research Findings

✧ Imperva Bypass Vulnerability
  o A firewall bypass vulnerability was identified by Clear Skies consultants in the SecureSphere Web Application and Database Firewall products that could expose protected applications to malicious attacks

✧ SlideShowPro Director Disclosure Vulnerability
  o Clear Skies consultants identified a file disclosure vulnerability in the SlideShowPro Director Application used for displaying photo slideshows in web pages

✧ Clear Skies believes in responsible vulnerability disclosure
Clear Skies Key Players

✧ **Brad Mackenzie – CEO**
  - ISS Global Penetration Test Team Lead

✧ **Rick Belisle, CISM, CISSP – COO**
  - ISS Americas Delivery Manager

✧ **Scott Miles, CISSP – Principle Security Consultant**
  - ISS Principal Consultant, Pen Team
  - Clear Skies’ Lead Researcher

✧ **Greag Johnson – Principle Security Consultant**
  - ISS Principal Consultant, Pen Team
  - Clear Skies’ Infrastructure Lead
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Clear Skies’ Strategy

✧ Provide elite consultant skills
  - Each staff member is a seasoned professional
  - No “learning on the job”

✧ Leverage executive team’s background in consulting services through startup, growth, and execution

✧ Help drive security through all aspects of the business
Why Clear Skies?

✧ **Highly skilled team recognized in the industry**
  - 10+ years proven experience
  - Constantly incorporating new testing techniques to enhance the process

✧ **Emphasis on customer satisfaction**
  - Quality deliverables
  - Consultants available throughout the process
  - 100% customer satisfaction rate

✧ **Focused solely on security services**
  - No hidden sales agenda for product or managed services

✧ **Low overhead = Competitive pricing**
Questions?

Rick Belisle, CISM, CISSP
Clear Skies Security
rbelisle@clearskies.net